Seminar 3 questions

1. How Often should a BIP be modify? As needed, based on progress monitoring.
2. Does a team member need to have a clinical back round to write the BIP? No
3. How do I deal with an Administrator who wants BOP’s done to be in compliance?
You mean BIPs? I am not sure what this question means.
4. Since there is no chancellor regulations outlining when a BIP should be revised,
can the principal or the IEP team determine when a BIP should be revised? The
FBA/BIP team that should include the IEP team should make this determination
based on student need.
5. Can you please look into getting the TCIS and LSI training for us guidance
counselors? Positive Learning Collaborative Information is attached. TCIS is
part of PLC program and it is a school-wide program that includes the counselors.
6. Who makes the recommendation for a BIP? FBA? Please see powerpoint for
when FBAs and BIPs are required.
7. What can be done when a school is not correctly pairing a student with a para?
Staffing decisions are made by administration, however, these concerns should be
brought to UFT consultation committee for discussion.
8. How can I bring in a PD on proper protocol on data collecting on monitoring
behavior? Ask your administration to elicit the support of the Borough Field
Support Center Staff charged with Professional Development opportunities.
9. May I attend a TCIS conference even if the school that I work for has not yet
done so? No
10. How can I bring it to my school? See brochure for PLC
11. How often is a FBA done and what is the protocol to do so? Please see
powerpoint for when FBAs and BIPs are required.
12. Why are para’s unable to access their one-to-ones IEP on SESIS? I do not know
13. Can the union address making logging sesis encounter attendance go more
quickly? The process needs to be simplified as it takes too long and adds to our
already heavy work load. Issues: System Error and too many drop down boxes
Improvements to SESIS are an ongoing priority of the UFT – please send
particulars on SESIS issues to Carmen Alvarez (calvarez@uft.org)
14. Where can I find sample counseling goals like Emma mentioned? Networking
with other counselors and sharing best practice
15. Can a FBA/BIP be done without data? No

